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Alternative Sampling Method – Benthic Plate 

(Based on “Settling Plate Deployment Protocol for a Single Embayment” from the Smithsonian 
Environmental Research Center – SERC) 
 

What you will need: 

● Benthic Colonizing Plate (preparation 

materials included in set-up below) 

● Rope/line to suspend plate from 

● buckets (2) 

● pliers 

● knife for scraping plate 

● small dishes or pans to sort organisms 

● magnifying glass would be helpful 

● kitchen strainer 

● sorting area with good lamp/lighting 

● Coastal Georgia Adopt-A-Wetland 

Manual or other means to assist with 

species identification

 

Set-up: 

Materials

● Standard brick (1) 

● .25” x 5.1” x 5.1” Type I PVC sheet        

● Cable ties (large and extra large) 

● Electric sander 

● Drill press 

 

Preparation of PVC plate 

1. Drill 2 holes with a “7/32” or “1/4” drill bit on both sides of the plate (see Figure A). 

2. Lightly sand (gently and evenly) one side of the plate with an electric sander (this is the side 

that organisms will attach to). 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Figure A 
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Construction 

1. Lace a large (yellow in figures) cable tie from top of one hole, under (sanded) bottom of plate 

and up through second hole on the SAME side.  Close cable tie so there is a loose loop.  See 

Figure B. 

2. Repeat on other side of plate. 

        Closure on cable tie 

 

 

 

 
Figure B: Side views of PVC Plate Construction 

 
3. Place brick in middle of plate on top (non-sanded) side so the cable tie loops are on the sides of 

brick.   

4. Lace an extra large cable tie (red in figures) through one loop, through middle hole of brick, 

under loop on other side and back through same hole to the other side in order to close cable 

tie.   See Figure C1.  With this method, you must use bricks with holes in them.  It is possible to 

use bricks without holes in them, but you must use more cable ties to do so (looping them 

around the brick and use them to attach the plate to as opposed to going through the hole). 

5. Tighten all cable ties. 

6. Loop an extra large cable tie through one hole on each end of the brick (1 tie per side).  Do not 

close these cable ties tightly; line gets attached to these loops.  See Figure C2. 

 

            
        

 
 

Figure C: Final views (pre-line attachment) of PVC unit 
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Procedure:        

1. Place the colonizing plate approximately 3 feet (1 m) under the surface of the water (measure 

from the top loop of the plate and the surface of the water).  If you are putting the plate in an 

area where the tide gets extremely low, make sure that the plate is at least 1 meter (about 3 feet) 

above the bottom at all times. 

2. Allow the plate to suspend in the water for one month.  If left in the water too long, too many 

organisms will colonize, which makes it difficult to sort. 

3. When one month has elapsed, retrieve the plate and take it 

to an area with proper lighting so you can sort them 

according to groups (use a bucket with salt water for easy 

transport). 

4. Scrape the bottom (sanded) side of the plate and collect all 

of the debris into a bucket of salt water.  If the water is too 

dirty, sift the water and debris through a sieve.  A metal 

kitchen strainer with a fine mesh works well. 

5. Sort all of the organisms that look alike, for example, all of 

the snails go in one dish/pan, crabs in another.  This process may take a while but you will 

improve your skills each time you collect. 

6. By using an identification guide such as the one found in the back of the Coastal Georgia 

Adopt-A-Wetland manual, identify organisms and record the number of each organism on the 

sampling data sheet found on page 27.  Release any living organisms back into the river or tidal 

creek. 

7. If you so choose, you can calculate the diversity index for macroinvertebrates by completing the 

Biological Diversity Index Worksheet on page 28 in this manual.  The diversity index can be a 

useful tool to analyze the impact of aquatic invasive species on an environment; typically, 

invasive species cause decreased biodiversity in an ecosystem. 

8. Make sure that all cable ties and ropes are secured before placing the plate back into the water. 

 

 

Completed benthic plate 
(SERC) 




